EVOLVING WORK

Work Forward recognizes the dynamic relationships between ACTIVITIES and the WHO, WHAT, WHERE,
WHEN, WHY, AND HOW elements of work. Work Forward shares, explores, and experiments to help
identify emerging ways to evolve and improve work.

WORK FORWARD
Change is constant. Advances in technology and increasing
complexity have not been accompanied by the tools, systems
and techniques that enable us to use them effectively.
Work Forward examines the relationships each of us have with
the ever-changing world of work in order to identify opportunities
to improve work experience and create competitive advantage.
By exploring how the components, activities, and dynamics of
work influence and support each other, Work Forward offers
practical solutions for today.

HOW

The rules and systems that guide how we work.

Business Objectives
From mission, vision and strategy
to specific goals and metrics

WHY

(BUSINESS)
Processes

Structure

Governance

Methodology

Culture

Established systems
and programs within
the organization

Designated roles and
responsibilities within
the organization

How decisions are
made and problems
are solved

Primary approaches
for problem-solving
and operations.

Dominant attitudes
and ways of
“getting things done”

Local
Remote

WHERE
ACTIVITIES

Individuals

Whether in product development, sales, or finance, work activities are the
fundamentals which everyone performs to accomplish specific role-based tasks.

HOW

Learn

Communicate

Innovate

Make

How we ask
questions and
gather information

How we engage, share,
listen, and persuade
others within the org.

How we identify and
develop new ideas

How we prototype
and test new products
and services

Evaluate

Decide

Plan

Act

How we review,
compare, and prioritize
information

How we determine
what course of action
to take

How we organize our
activities to accomplish
a strategy

How we put our
plans into motion

WHERE

NEW WAYS
OF WORKING

Teams
Enterprises

The geographic location
where work is performed.

WHAT

WHAT

WHEN

WHEN
The resources available for the work.

The time-of-day during which
work is performed (typically
based on time zones), as well
as if it requires work at the
same time as others.

Synchronous
Asynchronous
People & Talent

Technology

Workspace

Skills and capabilities
across the organization

Digital infrastructure
and tools available

The physical space,
environment, and
infrastructure

Budget

Supply Chain

The finances and other
The partners who
incentives available contribute to and source
production and delivery

Personal Goals
Individual motivations ranging
from security to passion and purpose

WORK
FORWARD

Designed for Work Forward by Territory.

WHY

(INDIVIDUAL)

Learn more and join us in working forward at workforward.co

Professional Goals
Desired personal outcomes
within the context of work

